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MODA BAKE SHOP

INGREDIENTS

YIELD 5" x 7"

MAY DELIVERY

FTD 203 
Songbook Pillow Bundle
Amazing Grace 20" x 20"

Walking through flea markets, 

you'll find me gathering sweet 

floral teacups, handkerchiefs 

and aprons in one arm, and vintage books 

- often hymnals - in the other.

Songbook was inspired by a love of old 

songs that stand the test of time and 

lean into a deeply rooted faith. It is 

my hope that the panels put a song in 

your heart, and that you find yourself 

whistling and humming as you work 

with the collection.

You'll discover florals, petals 

and leaves in muted tones with 

unexpected pops of colors woven 

into the group. Like the hymns, 

I hope the pieces created from 

Songbook are passed on for 

generations to come. 
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* 4.5” Flex Frame
* Songbook Panel
* (2) 5”x7” Lining
* (2) 5”x7” Frame Casing
* (2) 2 1/4”x5” Iron-on Batting
* (2) 4 1/2”x6 1/2”
* (2) 2 1/4”x4 1/4”

SONGBOOK 
POUCH

Andrea Arledge
@andrea.arledge.designs

FEATURING:
Songbook
by 
Fancy That Design House & Co.

DESIGNED BY:
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SONGBOOK POUCH

Cut all fabric and batting pieces. Iron on batting to the 
backs of Frame Casing and Panel Pieces, centering them 
on the fabric.

STEP 1. PREPARE PIECES

Quilt the Panel pieces, I quilted mine with a diamond 
pattern. Fold over the short edges on the Frame Casing 
and stitch down. Fold the Frame Casing in half on the long 
sides and stitch together using an 1/8” seam from the 
edge.

STEP 2. QUILT

Place Panel pieces right sides together and sew the 
bottom three sides, leaving the top open, using a ¼” seam 
allowance; this will have you sewing right up against the 
batting edge.

STEP 3. SEW OUTER

Place Lining pieces right sides together and sew down each 
long side, and across the bottom leaving a “turning hole” in 
the middle of this seam. Take one of the Frame Casing
pieces and tuck it into the top of the lining pouch and tack 
stitch it to the side; repeat with the other side.

STEP 4. SEW LINING

Turn the Panel pouch right sides out and push out the 
corners. Tuck this unit into the pouch created by the Lining 
and Frame Casing pieces, lining up the tops of everything 
and pinning well. Sew around the top using a 1/4” seam 
allowance. Pull everything through the hole left in the
bottom of the Lining from Step Four, stitch the hole closed 
and tuck the Lining into the Panel pouch. Top stitch an 1/8” 
under the Frame Casing.

STEP 5. SEW LINING


